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Abstract 
Dynamic multi-branch operation plan’s modeling˄DMBPM˅ is the basic of operational plan simulation and evaluation 
by computer. By the way of decomposing the operational plan step by step, we can representing the dynamic multi-branch 
operational plan as “meta-actions” and their relationships. This method provides a way to deal with operational plan’s 
dynamic adjusting additional with their simulation and evaluation. So, commander can make decision quickly based on 
the computer’s aiding. 
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1. Introduction 
Operation plan’s simulation is a method to evaluate plan’s availability and advantage by using computer’s 
simulation technology. From then on , Commander can make a scientific decision by the aid of operation 
plan’s simulation. 
The traditional operation plan’s modeling methods, such as CPR(Core Plan Representation)[1,2],
SPAR(Shared Planning and Activity Representation)[3,4], sysML[5] and so on, mostly based on static and 
supposition beforehand, have some characters like the simulated entities coupled closely with computing 
resource, can’t adjust with dynamic situation, usually simulating as a series mode[6]. In fact, these methods 
essentially divide an operational plan into several different static plans, then simulate one by one serially. This 
meaning of simulation has poor efficiency, can’t compare multi-branches simulation result real-time, so can’t 
fulfill the need of quickly decision aid with closing real dynamic operation. 
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Dynamic multi-branch operation plan’s modeling method takes the quickly modeling of dynamic multi-
branch operation plan into reality. It can support multi-branch operation plan’s quickly and dynamically 
exercise, result comparing real-time and the technology aid to commanders. Practice testifies that dynamic 
multi-branch operation plan’s modeling method has efficiency preferable. 
2. Operation plan’s modeling method based on meta-actions 
Any operation plan, neither multi-services joint operation  nor coordinated operation, both can be looked as 
an actions aggregation composed with some independently, inseparably actions which arranged by an order 
relatively based on the constraint of time, space and resource. This phenomenon provides an approach of 
operation plan’s modeling method based on meta-actions. 
2.1. Operation plan’s description 
Any operation plan complicated can be divided into some action branches possibly according to operation 
plan’s time-relationship and the law of causation. Every action branch also can be seen as composed by 
independently “meta-action” with some serial order. Meta-action has characters of independent each other, 
inseparably. Then, the operation plan can be formalized as: 
}{ iAL  i>1, Ni (1)
Here, L is an action branch, Ai is a “meta-action”, and 1L  . That’s mean, any action branch can be 
described as an aggregation of meta-actions with the relationship of time-relationship and the law of causation. 
2.2. The operational meta-action’s description 
Any operation meta-action A can be formed by parameters as follow: operation name AN , the relatively 
service AM, currently state AS, performable ability AP, pre-condition PC, end-condition EC, current action’s 
completion AQ, next action NA, decision point sign DP, then 
A={ANˈAMˈASˈAPˈPCˈECˈAQˈNAˈDP}                                               (2) 
2.3. The operational plan’s branch description 
Operational plan’s branch mainly concludes: the branch’s name LN, that’s the only signal of each 
operational plan’s branch; branch’s station LS, that’s denote the branch’s running station, such as the 
currently simulated action, simulation time-lasting and so on; branch’s operation meta-actions’ aggregation 
LA, that’s meaning the aggregation which composes the operational plan’s branch; end-condition EC, that 
concludes condition of strength, enemy’s situation, time, location space, supply, and so on. Branchÿs
performing probability LP, that’s describe the probable of the branch’s execution, at the same time, the 
summation of all the branch’s probability should be 1; branch’s completion LQ, that’s express the degree of 
the branch’s performing; branch’s priority LO, that shows the priority order of  the distribution of 
simulation’s resource. Such as follow: 
L={LNˈLSˈLAˈLEˈLPˈLQˈLO}                                                   (3) 
2.4. The decision point description 
A operational plan maybe have many decision point. If not decision point at all, then the operational plan is 
a one branch plan. Only operational plan which has more than one decision point is multi-branches 
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operational plan. Decision point can be denoted as DP. each decision point concludes some decisional factor. 
These decisional factors are dynamic with the change of fighting strength, enemy station, time, space, 
resources can be used and targets in the battle field. Correspondingly, the number of new operational plan’s 
branches could be selected is changed dynamically. The decision point can be formed as such: 
},Re,,,,,{DP GoalsourceSpaceTerrainTimeEnemyAbility 
Here, ability denotes fighting ability condition, Enemy denotes enemy’s situation, Time denotes time 
condition, Terrain denotes terrain environment condition, Space denotes location condition, Resources
denotes resource condition which can be used. Goal denoted the goal of operation. 
2.5. Multi-branches operational plan’s description 
A operational plan’s branch means a sub-plan. So, if operational plan is P, then the operational plan is an 
aggregation of plan’s branches as follow: 
                                                                      (5) 
here j>1, kı0 , 
Just like figure 2, each operational plan’s branch means a sub-plan. 
Fig.1 An multi-branches operational plan’s description 
Rule 1: each meta-action has its corresponded model which supports computing service; 
Rule 2: operational plan’s branches describe the course of battle, single direction to right means the order 
of action, meanwhile, there  has not a loop; 
Rule 3: decision point action has a sign, it’s a pane with many points; 
Rule 4: actions from the top and bottom of the action pane are accidentally branches, that’s mean, there are 
some branches at the currently operation execution. 
3. Case of operational plan simulation based on meta-actions 
Here is a case which describes the simulation method. 1st division will attack the enemy who defend on the 
special location from the current area. There are 2 road for choice, 3 targets to attack. When occupied the first 
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target, army will keep on attacking other target until all the enemy are killed. If the mission finished, the troop 
will stay on the place for a rest and wait for new operational mission. The operational plan made by 
commander may be include of the choice of the attacking road and target. So, this is a typical multi-branches 
operational plan. Such like follow: 
Fig.2 Operation process sketch map 
In this case, commander has two decision points, the attacking roads choice D1; and the attacking targets 
choice D2. If two roads are all clear and three targets will not change in the whole simulation, then the 
operational plans which supply to commander have four branches. 
Then, the operational plan’s description as follow: 
(1) the operational plan’s description as follow: 
P={LjˈDk}                                                                    (6) 
Decision point includes: 
D1: make sure the attacking road; 
Such conditions should be thinking carefully:{moving capability, enemy state, time used for move, road 
state, battle space, resource can be used, goal of move}. 
D2:make sure the order of target to attack; 
Such conditions should be thinking carefully:{strength, enemy state, time used for attack, terrain, battle 
space, resource can be used, goal of attack}. 
Branches include: 
Branch L1: attack along the road of RA, first attack target EA, then attack target EB, and last attack target 
EC;
Branch L2: attack along the road of RA, first attack target EA, then attack target EC, and last attack target 
EB;
Branch L3: attack along the road of RB, first attack target EA, then attack target EB, and last attack target 
EC;
Branch L4: attack along the road of RB, first attack target EB, then attack target EA, and last attack target 
EC;
If in the simulation, decision points’ condition have some change, then the branches will changed relatively. 
1S
Current location 
Route RA 
Route RB
Target EA
Target EB 
Target EC 
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Meta-actions: 
Every operational plan’s branch has some meta-action. In this case, there are move Am and direct fire Af. 
Here gives the description detail. 
A) move Am:
(I) confirm Am’s pre-condition pci’s parameters aggregation is: {L, P, S}. here, L is the distance between 
the combat unit and the target; P is the combat unit’s strength; S is the combat unit’s moving speed. 
(II) Confirm pci’s constraint condition: 
                                                                             (7) 
(III) If all conditions above are met, then the currently action’s influence to pci’s parameters aggregation 
can be computed: (L-, S), that means the combat unit move at some speed which causes the distance between 
itself and target decreased. 
B) direct fire Af:
(I) confirm direct fire Af’s pre-condition pci’s parameters aggregation: {L,R,P,EP,F,S,D}. Here, L is the 
distance between combat unit and its target; R is the weapon’s destroy radii; P is the strength of the combat 
unit; EP is enemy unit’s strength; F is the weapon’s fire speed; S is the hit probability; D is the level of 
target’s ready state. 
(II) confirm pci’s constraint condition: 
                                                              (8) 
(III) If all conditions above are met, then the currently action’s influence to pci’s parameters aggregation 
can be computed: 
It’s mean that if keeping hit probability, then enemy’s strength will be decreased; meanwhile, lifting the 
weapon’s fire speed, the hit probability will also be increased; if the level of target’s ready state is higher, then 
the hit probability will be lower. 
4. Conclusion 
Dynamic multi-branch operational plan’s modeling based on meta-actions can fulfill with the dynamically 
adjust by the commander and adapt with the occasion’s influence. These characters make the dynamic multi-
branch operational plan’s modeling based on meta-actions can satisfied with plan’s characters of dynamic and 
uncertainty. This is very important for dynamic and multi-branch operational plan’s simulation and evaluation 
with computer. Therefore, it’s facility for aiding commander’s making decision with computer. So, it has a 
good future for application. 
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